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Foreword
Sound Connections published its first ‘Mapping non-formal music provision and social need in London’ report
in October 2012 and, in doing so, introduced new ways of thinking about ‘cold spots’ (defined then as areas
of low provision and high social need) in music provision and funding. The report was well received and
prompted people involved in music activities with children and young people to plan and deliver work
differently.
In 2017, we embarked on reviewing and renewing the methodology in order to present an up-to-date picture.
The resulting report revisits the idea of cold spots mapping and casts a light on provision and funding from
2015-2017. Whilst the method has evolved, the purpose of the work is the same: its intention is to enable
people involved in making music with children and young people to understand and reflect upon need, and
to build socially engaged practice and policy. We hope this report will support needs analysis and instigate
more ‘needs-based’ thinking.
The report, focused on a specific time-frame of 2015-2017, presents investment data from three major
funders; provides data analysis and insights; and poses a series of questions to help readers explore the
findings and relate them to their own localities and contexts.
We encourage you to read the report with the following in mind:
 It uses data from just one snapshot in time
 It is a starting point for critical thinking and reflection: it should not be read as a set of definitive facts,
figures or answers
 It is a tool to prompt more in-depth analysis in your local area. For your geographical area, or area of
expertise, you will likely have a great deal more knowledge, understanding and experience that will
add depth and richness to the findings shared here
The methodology and findings presented in this report are just one way of thinking about need, based upon
geography, funder investment and the Indices of Multiple Deprivation. Whilst this is useful in itself, our aim
over the coming years is to build upon this method, add new layers of research, and test out other lenses
through which we might also consider needs analysis. New approaches might include:
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Using different types of deprivation data – e.g. social mobility, child poverty and pupil premium data
Looking at the variance in provision across different types of settings - e.g. community and youth
centres, special schools and youth justice contexts
Using different mindsets and philosophies – e.g. moving away from a deficit model
Taking a consultative approach to needs analysis – speaking with and learning from children and
young people (and other stakeholders) to find out what their needs, experiences and opinions are

At the time of writing (April 2018), Sound Connections is moving into a new 4-year Youth Music grant cycle
for 2018-2022, which means now is an ideal time to be considering the implications of research to date; setting
out a strategy for responding to what we have found; and identifying ways to develop the research in the
coming years. We are keen to use this report as the starting point for discussion with a wide range of
stakeholders, including but not limited to young people; music leaders and teachers; grassroots projects and
organisations; youth services; Music Education Hub lead organisations; London’s Bridge organisation, A New
Direction; local government; and policy makers.
Please get in touch if you would like to discuss how to apply the research to your work, or if you would like to
be part of how we build upon it between now and 2022. We look forward to hearing from you.
Jennifer Raven, Sound Connections
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1. Introduction
1.1 ‘Cold spots’ then and now
Sound Connections’ previous mapping research (October 2012) sought to identify London’s ‘cold spots’ –
defined at that time by the National Foundation for Youth Music as areas of low provision and high social
need. We undertook the mapping to help determine where Sound Connections’ Musical Inclusion grant for
non-formal music-making activity with children and young people in challenging circumstances could make
the most difference. By non-formal music, we mean music which happens outside formal or statutory
education or the curriculum. The report mapped data from Sound Connections’ programmes, Youth Music
and the Greater London Authority (Mayor’s Music Fund) and cross-referenced this with the Indices of Multiple
Deprivation, which aggregates large data sets on social deprivation across the UK.
Cold spots then
The research revealed five key areas – all outside inner London – where non-formal music provision was
particularly low and deprivation especially high (within the top 10% in the country). The five cold spots were
in Barking & Dagenham; Bromley and Croydon; Brent; Ealing; Enfield and Haringey. The programme funding
that was allocated as a result was an opportunity to bring boroughs together and encourage them to address
social need through their music-making. This happened at the same time as Music Education Hubs were being
launched and therefore provided an important opportunity to advocate for non-formal music within the
emerging hub structures. It also led to collaborations between hubs (for example, Enfield and Haringey) and
between hubs and local youth teams (for example, Croydon or Brent). Sound Connections monitored the
impact of the work and published a follow-up report in 2014-15.
Cold spots now
The landscape today has changed significantly. Music Education Hubs, which had only just launched as we
published the first report, are now embedded in the youth music ecology. Youth Music itself closed Musical
Inclusion in 2014, launching its new funding structure. Sound Connections has transitioned from delivering
Musical Inclusion to delivering an integrated strategic programme under Youth Music’s new Fund C.
Meanwhile, Youth Music’s definition of ‘cold spots’ has broadened to encompass any gap in young people’s
music-making, for example a lack of certain types of activity or projects for a certain target group.
However, for the purpose of this analysis, the correlation between music provision and social need is still a
powerful tool to ascertain whether funding is being channelled to those areas where it is most likely to reach
children and young people living in challenging circumstances. One of the key indicators of this is the Indices
of Multiple Deprivation, which give a comprehensive sense of disadvantage in a geographical area. This also
provides some consistency with the 2012 report.
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The aim of this report
The aim of this new report is not to identify new cold spots, but rather to provide a picture of non-formal
music in its social context today. We are focusing on non-formal music because it has not been subject to the
same systematic monitoring as music in schools, and therefore we see an opportunity to capture, analyse and
share this information in a useful way. The research uses data from Youth Music, Arts Council England’s Grants
for the Arts & Culture, Music Education Hub delivery and the London Music Fund. It is hoped this snapshot of
a diverse musical landscape will encourage funders, strategic partners, Music Education Hubs and delivery
organisations better understand the potential to address social need through their music programmes and
grant-making. In particularly, it is hoped that it will encourage everyone involved in this work to embrace and
incorporate ‘needs-based’ thinking into their strategies.

1.2 Methodology
The approach has been to analyse and represent selected data on music provision and funding, mapping this
against the Indices of Multiple Deprivation published in 2015. The research uses the following data sets:
o
o
o
o
o

Youth Music funding awarded between April 2015 and March 2017
Arts Council Grants for the Arts & Culture 2015-17
Music Education Hub reporting to Arts Council England
London Music Fund (formerly the Mayor’s Music Fund) programmes 2014-2017
Sound Connections Innovate funding 2015-18 (delivered as part of Sound Connections’ Youth Music
Fund C grant)

The data has been used to look for trends with reference made to the previous report from October 2012
and suggestions about the journey travelled. This includes:
o
o
o

Looking at the level of activity and investment in each borough
Comparing this to the social need across London
Suggesting patterns, changes and significant gaps

A mapping project like this one can only ever provide a snapshot of the complex music and social
infrastructure. The maps are there to be interrogated, questioned, explored and interpreted. We encourage
you not to skim read – as each map tells part of the story. The report could be used alongside hub’s school
mapping; for evidencing need in funding applications; stimulating policy discussions; strategic decisionmaking or advocacy. It is not intended to be used in isolation or for making any ‘snap’ decisions, but rather,
combined with other knowledge and intelligence to open up dialogue. Sound Connections invites everyone
to join the conversation and get in touch to discuss these findings further.
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2. Maps and analysis
2.1 Youth Music
2.1.1 Context: Youth Music funding
The National Foundation for Youth Music invests in non-formal, out-of-school music programmes for young
people aged 0-25, predominantly through grant-making. Funding is currently awarded through three
programmes: Fund A (smaller grants), Fund B (larger grants up for up to three years) and Fund C (strategic
investment for regional or specialist work).
In terms of this data:


Project activity shown was funded between April 2015 and March 2017, taking place between 2015
and the present, with all the projects due to end by 2019.



This time, the data tells us where projects are being delivered, rather than where the funded
organisation is based.



The amount of funding invested in each borough includes multi-borough projects. Map 2 therefore
provides an indicative picture of how much funding was allocated rather than the exact amount.



Pan-London projects have not been included.

The maps that follow reveal a familiar but shifting picture with some noteworthy changes afoot. The most
deprived inner boroughs are still those attracting the most projects and investment, but compared to 2012,
provision has increased in many outer boroughs. Some of the cold spots have seen increased activity, whilst
others still show significant deprivation and a lack of investment.
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2.1.2 Analysis: Youth Music-funded programmes
Warming up
o

Overall, there is broader distribution of projects across London compared to 2012, with the outer
west, south west, south east and north east outer boroughs all hosting activity during the specific
time period.

o

Two former ‘cold spots’ got significantly warmer in terms of project activity, with Croydon rising up
to join inner boroughs such as Lambeth, Southwark and Camden (5-6 projects), whilst former cold
spot, Haringey, equalled Newham’s eight projects.

o

Meanwhile, Bromley and Barking & Dagenham both increased their showing with 5-6 projects,
alongside formerly absent Havering.

o

Tower Hamlets and Newham maintained their position as the most heavily funded boroughs (note
that, as mentioned, this does not include pan-London projects).

Cooling down
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o

Islington dropped down to one funded project, joining twelve other boroughs with only 1-2 projects.
It is the only inner borough where this happened during the specific timeframe.

o

Brent (a 2012 ‘cold spot’), Harrow, Merton and the City of London were the only authorities with no
Youth Music funded projects during the specific period being mapped (although Youth Music point
out that all these areas received funding either prior or subsequently to this period).

Map 1. Projects funded by Youth Music (2015-present)
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2.1.3 Analysis: Youth Music investment
Note: figures include multi-borough projects and therefore cannot be held to be precise reflections of the
amount invested. Rather, Map 2 gives an indicative picture of how much inward funding each borough has
been associated with attracting through project activity as part of multi-borough grants.
Warming up:
o

Given the increase in project coverage, investment was also distributed across more boroughs,
including outer boroughs.

o

The highest investment during this period was in Tower Hamlets with over £677,000 (over £285,000
more than the next borough).

o

Newham, Barking & Dagenham in the east, Haringey in the north east, and Wandsworth, Southwark
and Lewisham all received between £301,000-400,000.

o

The inner north, east, inner south and south east all benefitted, with Hounslow also attracting more
investment than its outer western counterparts during the specific time period.

Cooling down:
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o

Islington had the lowest investment in inner London for this period, whilst Hackney, Westminster and
Kensington & Chelsea have all received less than the other inner boroughs (under £100,000).

o

The western and south western boroughs had lower levels of investment, with Brent, Harrow and
Merton the only boroughs to receive no funding (alongside the City of London) during the specific
period being mapped (although this is not the case outside of this timeframe).

Map 2. Investment by Youth Music (2015-present)
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2.1.4 Analysis: Youth Music provision and Multiple Deprivation
Maps 3 and 4 show the picture described above with multiple deprivation overlaid, whilst Maps 5 and 6 show
the boroughs receiving less than £200,000 and less than £100,000 worth of investment respectively during
the period being mapped.
Historically high investment, persistent deprivation:
o

Multiple Deprivation persists across inner east and south London, with the highest and most severe
concentrations in Tower Hamlets, Hackney, Newham, Camden, Lambeth and Southwark, as well as the
Tri-Borough (specifically north Westminster, north Kensington and Hammersmith). To this end, Youth
Music’s higher investment – especially in Tower Hamlets and Newham– continues to appear justified.

o

Islington, which historically received greater investment, saw a significant drop during the period being
mapped, whilst high deprivation persists across the borough.

Increased investment, persistent deprivation:
o

Haringey and Barking & Dagenham – both 2012 ‘cold spots’ – witness persistent and severe deprivation
but accessed more funding during the more recent mapping period.

o

Croydon which still contains concentrated deprivation to the north, east and far south of the borough
also saw an increase in project activity and investment in this period, though investment has been at
lower levels than Haringey and Barking.

o

Bexley, Bromley, Havering and Hounslow also accessed more funding during this period, whilst
deprivation persists in parts of those boroughs.

No current investment, persistent deprivation:
o

Brent attracted no investment from Youth Music between April 2015 and March 2017, despite its
persistent high deprivation across much of the south around Neasden, which is equal to any of the inner
boroughs. Harrow, which also received no direct investment from Youth Music during this period, has a
specific pocket of deprivation around Stanmore.

o

Deprivation also persists in a host of boroughs that received lower investment (under £200,000). It is
especially persistent and widespread in Ealing (Southall) and Enfield (Edmonton), as well as smaller parts
of Barnet (Hendon), Hillingdon (West Drayton), Merton (Mitcham) and one area of Sutton
(Woodcote/South Beddington).
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Map 3. Project activity funded by Youth Music (2015-present) overlaid with Multiple Deprivation (2015)
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Map 4. Investment by Youth Music (2015-present) overlaid with Multiple Deprivation (2015)
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Map 5. Boroughs with up to £200,000 investment by Youth Music and concentrations of high deprivation – with deprivation overlaid
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Map 6. Boroughs with less than £100,000 investment by Youth Music and concentrations of high deprivation – with deprivation overlaid
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Maps 7 and 8 below show only those boroughs receiving less than £100,000 investment from Youth Music
during the specific timeframe. To summarise the emerging picture:


Low investment and significant deprivation in the western and northern outer boroughs (Barnet,
Ealing, Enfield, Hillingdon), with no investment in Brent and Harrow during this period.



No investment during this period and some pockets of high deprivation in Merton.



Low investment in the inner borough of Islington during this period, which bucks a trend of inner
boroughs receiving significantly higher investment historically

Map 7. Boroughs with less than £100,000 investment by Youth Music and concentrations of high deprivation
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Map 8. Boroughs with less than £100,000 investment by Youth Music with spotlights of high deprivation.
PLEASE NOTE: Deprivation is at the epicentre of the spotlight. The bigger the spotlight, the more areas of deprivation lie within the circle.
Diameter does not correlate with level of deprivation and readers should refer to the GLA’s ward level data for specific detail.
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2.2 Arts Council England: Grants for the Arts & Culture 2015-17
2.2.1 Context: Grants for the Arts funding
Arts Council England funds a diverse range of individuals and organisations to deliver artistic activity across
the country. The data below relates to musical activity funded under the programme. This means that much
of the activity captured here does not relate specifically to children and young people, nor does it specifically
target people in social need. To this extent, it is a very different set of data to the Youth Music data above.
Instead, it reflects the sum of the data that we have been able to look at.
In terms of this data:


Project activity shown is between 2015 and 2017.



Investment is shown based on the applicant who may be an organisation or individual. The work may
in fact happen in a different geographical location. However, it does given an indication of which
boroughs are home to a critical mass of successful artists or arts organisations.



Future research might explore how much of this activity relates to outreach with young people and
where exactly it takes place.

The maps that follow reveal that inner London has fielded the most successful applications. However, other
boroughs are also seeing a higher level of success including former ‘cold spots’ Brent, Ealing and Haringey.
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Map 9. Investment in music by Arts Council England through Grants for the Arts in 2015-17
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Map 10. Investment in music by Arts Council England through Grants for the Arts in 2015-17 with deprivation overlaid
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2.4.2 Analysis: Grants for the Arts & Culture
Hot


The Inner core of Hackney, Islington, Camden (north) and Lambeth (south) are all boroughs with
longstanding artistic reputations and major venues (such as Kings Place, Roundhouse and Southbank
Centre).



Applicants in Hackney secured the highest level of investment during this period, perhaps reflecting
the borough’s reputation as a home and destination for creatives in London.



Tower Hamlets, Southwark, Westminster and the City were closely behind with £451,000-600,000 of
funding generated.

Warm


Outside the ‘hot’ inner London borough, the maps show a circle of boroughs which all performed
well – Brent, Ealing, Haringey, Lewisham, Greenwich, Kensington & Chelsea, Wandsworth and
Waltham Forest.



Brent, Ealing and Haringey were 2012 ‘cold spots’ so it would be interesting to explore the conditions
that have led a larger than average value of successful applications during the more recent time
period being mapped.

Colder


Newham and Hammersmith & Fulham saw lower investment, whilst a large outer borough circle
were seen to have attracted significantly lower amounts.



Bexley received no funding for music during this timeframe.

The final map in this chapter shows boroughs where less funding has been raised from Arts Council, with
deprivation areas simplified as spotlights to aid readability and draw attention to areas of need for further
investigation:
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Map 11. Investment in music by Arts Council England through Grants for the Arts in 2015-17 with high deprivation spotlights
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2.3 Music Education Hubs
2.3.1 Context: Music Education Hubs
Music Education Hubs are funded by the Department for Education and managed by Arts Council England. They
are groups of organisations that may include local authorities, schools, arts organisations and voluntary sector.
Their aim is to work together to create a joined-up offer of music education within a local authority in response
to local need and, in so doing, to meet the objectives of the National Plan for Music Education. Hubs provide
music lessons, ensembles, weekend music schools and holiday activities. They provide whole class teaching to
all Key Stage 2 pupils in England and have an objective of promoting singing to all school children. They also
receive extension funding for non-core activities such as professional development of staff, instrument loan
schemes and provision of high quality, large-scale performance opportunities with professional artists.
The maps below show the reported annual spend per pupil in each borough. A significant amount of hub activity
(particularly instrumental teaching) takes place in school hours and could therefore be considered formal.
However, as it is not part of the curriculum, it may be considered non-formal. It has not been possible to show
a distinction between formal (in school) and non-formal (out of school provision) based on the data available.
Music Education Hubs also include providers of non-formal music-making. However, the data is not available to
show how much activity is being leveraged by each hub. Some hubs have reported raising funds from Youth
Music which would therefore be a duplication of the data presented above.

2.3.2 Analysis: Music Education Hubs
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Camden spent the most per pupil but very little is extension funding. Spend correlates with high
deprivation in this case. Other than this, spend per pupil largely fails to correlate with deprivation.
Richmond spent the second highest amount overall and the highest on extension funding.



With the exception of Camden, the outer boroughs had higher spends. This could be for a number of
reasons – parents might pay more for tuition and ensembles, or on the other hand, it may reflect those
hubs making up for gaps in other provision (outer boroughs have been shown to have less infrastructure
than inner boroughs).



Four hubs reported income from Youth Music as part of their hub activity: Bromley, Harrow, Lewisham
and Wandsworth. However, the data is partial, and a large part of this may not be being captured. This
will depend how effective hub networks are in capturing activity happening across each borough or area.



The data does not tell us whether children and young people living in deprived pockets within otherwise
affluent outer boroughs have the same access to hub music offers as those living in more affluent areas.

Map 12. Music Education Hub spend per pupil
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Map 13. Music Education Hub spend per pupil with deprivation overlaid
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2.4 London Music Fund (formerly the Mayor’s Music Fund)
2.4.1 Context: London Music Fund programmes
The London Music Fund is an independent charity, originally known as the Mayor’s Music Fund. The charity
provides grants to enable children and young people to access music projects.
The maps below show where the larger-scale funded partnership programmes were funded between 20142017 and how this correlates with multiple deprivation. The maps do not show other activity provided by
the fund, such as its four-year scholarships for children in financial need (which are pan-London). The
partnerhsip programmes address previously identified gaps in provision. The amount of investment is not
shown on the maps, however the totals for are £73,000 for 2014-15, £87,000 for 2015-16 and £45,000 for
2016-17.

2.4.2 Analysis: London Music Fund
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Coverage is spread across a range of inner and outer boroughs, with a particular concentration in
the eastern Olympic boroughs and several northern boroughs. To the west, Hounslow and
Kengingston & Chelsea have benefitted, whilst activity in Kingston-upon-Thames has also received
investment. To the southeast the large outer boroughs of Croydon and Bromley have both hosted
programmes.



There is no clear correlation between provision and deprivation. However, Youth Music ‘cold spots’
Barnet and Enfield both hosted programmes which may have helped to remedy lower levels of
investment in non-formal music over the longer term.



Further information on the rationale or strategy for investment would be needed in order to
undertake any further analysis and draw conclusions.

Map 14. London Music Fund programmes delivered by year
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Map 15. London Music Fund programmes delivered by year with deprivation overlaid
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2.5 Sound Connections: Innovate 2015-18
2.5.1 Context: Innovate
Innovate is a small grants programme from Sound Connections which aims to catalyse new and innovative
music projects across London in areas of social need. Awards are up to £4,000 and applicants go through a
competitive interview and project development process. Tailoring projects towards delivery in ‘cold spots’ is
encouraged but not mandatory.
The amount is small compared to the other funding mapped above. Some boroughs hosted projects in
consecutive years, whilst three boroughs (Barnet, Ealing and Wandsworth) shared a £4,000 grant. We know
that funding was targeted to particular types of setting in line with the Innovate requirement to focus on
working with children and young people in challenging circumstances (eg an LGBT youth centre, a charity
supporting homeless young people, a hospice and a special school) though it would be useful to know more
about the extent to which work has been targeted to high deprivation areas within each borough.

2.5.2 Analysis: Innovate
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Outer boroughs such as Barnet, Bexley, Croydon, Ealing and Haringey have all been locations for
Innovate projects during the period being mapped, alongside areas of high provision such as Hackney
and Tower Hamlets.



The maps show how funding might start to be allocated more strategically towards ‘cold spot’ areas
such as Bexley and Ealing. However, the level of investment and scale of the activity is too small to
argue that this is being achieved on a London-wide scale.



Further discussion and collaboration between the funders could lead to strategic decisions being
made about how best to fund music-making in areas of high deprivation.

Map 16. Sound Connections Innovate Programmes funded for the period 2015-18
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Map 17. Sound Connections Innovate Programmes funded for the period 2015-18
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3. Conclusions
This report has attempted to illustrate the data from a range of current funding programmes and made an
initial attempt to analyse the data in relation to multiple deprivation. Investment could be seen to be spread
more evenly across London’s boroughs than it appeared to be in 2012. However, levels of funding still vary
dramatically, and many variables remain unknown or beyond the scope of this work: the number of children
and young people reached, the specific wards where activity takes place, the success of each programme in
achieving its aims, the impact this might have had on social deprivation.
Rather than attempt to draw concrete deductions from the analysis, it is suggested that the following
provocations and questions are explored in more depth by Sound Connections, the funding bodies, hubs and
Bridge Organisation, and all those with a stake in the provision of non-formal music for children and young
people in areas of social need:
Targeted funding for non-formal music with children in social need


Youth Music funded more projects in Outer Boroughs during the period mapped than five years ago.
What has changed and can the conditions that led to this change be captured and shared? How can
Youth Music sustain the new breadth? Is this mirrored in the number of applications made? What can
be done to encourage more applications from areas of low investment in the outer west and north of
London, especially Brent and Harrow which received no Youth Music funding during the specific
period mapped?



Ultimately, how can we as a sector encourage more applications with a higher chance of success from
those working with children and young people in areas of high deprivation?

Harnessing the full potential of Music Education Hubs
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Music Education Hubs are now embedded across London. How has their arrival helped to fill gaps and
join up previously disparate provision? How are hubs ensuring that they are fully representative of
the broader range of music provision in their borough?



How are hubs identifying and addressing local need, especially in areas of high deprivation? How can
we ensure that all children and young people have access to the whole musical offer in a borough?



How can hubs, funders and music organisations collaborate with each other to increase access to
music for all children and young people in London?

Levelling the playing field


There are clear disparities in deprivation across London. What are the differences between areas with
isolated pockets of high deprivation and areas with widespread deprivation? Over time, some areas
get colder as has been seen in Islington, whilst others get warmer, for example outer boroughs such
as Croydon. How can we ensure that levels of provision are sustained, especially in boroughs with
widespread and persistent deprivation? What structures can be put in place – for example, through
Music Education Hubs – to ensure that boroughs can continue to develop their musical offer, in the
face of cuts and reducing investment?



What can we learn from the success of boroughs in attracting investment from different funders?
What makes one borough a great place to secure an Arts Council grant, whilst another provides better
conditions for an application to Youth Music? How can funders better balance investment and social
need, and how can this responsibility be shared more strategically between funders across London to
avoid duplication or children and young people in certain areas continuously missing out? How can
we encourage organisations applying for multi-borough funding to include under-served boroughs in
their plans?



What mechanisms do we have, or could we create – beyond the application process itself – that would
help all funders and providers to target funding as equitably as possibly? What more could we do to
support new, less experienced applicants or those who face barriers to a written bidding process to
apply? (Please note: Youth Music make available their methodology for allocating funding.)

Evidencing the impact
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How are we evidencing the impact made by non-formal music provision on the lives of London’s
children and young people, particularly in terms of deprivation? What do we need to capture and
who is best placed to do this? Can we incorporate National Portfolio Organisation outreach
programmes in this?



How can we ensure that reporting and data on all these programmes is shared more widely and that
it is regularly correlated with deprivation statistics to ensure that the needs of all children and young
people are being addressed?



How can further mapping, data analysis and critical thinking help the whole sector to engage with
these questions and find the most strategic approaches to tackling them? What are the ‘good news
stories’ and how can we capture inspiring change and transformation created through music
provision?



When could we be in a position to make the case that music really does change social conditions and
life chances for young people? If we can prove that music does impact on social change, what are the
best ways to disseminate this finding?

Closing thoughts: Three recommendations to move us forward
Ultimately, the answers to these questions will come from discussions and collaboration between all
organisations across the sector who are committed to addressing social need through the provision of music
activities for children and young people. In the current climate, there is no single direction of travel – nor a
unifying government policy or initiative driving the agenda for non-formal music with children and young people.
However, in its absence we now have an extensive network of Music Education Hubs – which are ideally placed
to take the initiative on using non-formal music to address social need.
There are many potential solutions but it is hoped the following three recommendations might help start the
ball rolling. They could be followed up by music networks, hubs, committees, boards or policy groups at any
number of events, meetings or conferences. Together we can come together around a strategy that ensures
that the greatest number of children and young people have access to high quality music-making opportunities.
We now all have a responsibility to reflect on these questions critically with our peers to better understand what
is needed and what has changed. Central to this process is needs-based thinking: identifying the need that exists
in a local area and working together to design solutions.

1. Joined-up action
Music organisations, funders and policy-makers come together to create a joined-up action plan for musicmaking in areas of high deprivation. This would include both the inner city and the acute concentrations that
persist in outer boroughs. This would include encouraging a culture of needs-based thinking.
Potential outcome: Music provision is targeted towards areas where children and young people need it most.

2. Hyperlocal focus
Music Education Hubs and other providers look closely at their boroughs and identify where deprivation exists
at a ward and neighbourhood level. The hub network of music and youth organisations, local partners and young
people themselves (where structures exist to consult them) collaborate to deliver programmes which address
social need at a hyperlocal level.
Potential outcome: Music Education Hubs become a powerful network for addressing local need and improving
the life chances of children in challenging circumstances.

3. Evidencing impact
Funders and policy-makers work with music organisations and networks to build the evidence base for music’s
impact on social change. This could include detailed borough-by-borough ‘profiles’ which outline the needs and
priorities in each place.
Potential outcome: The case for music’s role in addressing social inequality is made powerfully, backed by solid
evidence.
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